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ABSTRACT 
 

Estimating Obesity Rates in the Presence of Measurement Error 
 
Reliable measures of obesity are essential in order to develop effective policies to tackle the 
costs of obesity. In this paper we examine what, if anything, we can learn about obesity rates 
using self-reported BMI once we allow for possible measurement error. We combine self-
reported data on BMI with estimated misclassification rates obtained from auxiliary data to 
derive upper and lower bounds for the population obesity rate for ten European countries. For 
men it is possible to obtain meaningful comparisons across countries even after accounting 
for measurement error. In particular the self-reported data identifies a set of low obesity 
countries consisting of Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Portugal and a set of high obesity 
countries consisting of Spain and Finland. However, it is more difficult to rank countries by 
female obesity rates. Meaningful rankings only emerge when the misclassification rate is 
bounded at a level that is much lower than that observed in auxiliary data. A similar limit on 
misclassification rates is also needed before we can begin to observe meaningful gender 
differences in obesity rates within countries. 
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1. Introduction 

Obesity is an important cause of morbidity, disability and premature death and 

increases the risk for a wide range of chronic diseases (WHO, 2009). Reliable 

measures of obesity are essential in order to develop effective policies aimed at 

reducing the substantial costs associated with obesity. Using self-reported data from 

the European Community Household Panel (ECHP) Brunello et D’Hombres (2007) 

find substantial differences in the estimated obesity rates across nine European 

countries. For men during the period 1998-2001 the obesity rate ranges from a low of 

5% in Ireland to a high of 10% in Finland. Denmark has the highest percentage of 

obese females (9%), while Italy has the lowest (3%). However, there is a large body 

of evidence that suggests that individuals underreport their weight and overstate their 

height when surveyed. Reporting error in height and weight can lead to estimates of 

obesity which are biased downwards (Conor Gorber et. al 2007). In addition there is 

some evidence that misclassification errors are increasing over time (Shiely et. al 

(2010). Errors in self-reported BMI may have serious consequences for policy making 

since these data are often used to generate national estimates of obesity and are in turn 

used by policy makers when setting priorities in health policy. Because of the 

limitations associated with self-reported measures, objective or direct measures of 

obesity have been recommended. However, the costs of obtaining these direct 

measures can sometimes be prohibitively high, and their intrusive nature may also 

impact on response rates. As a result reliance on self-reported BMI remains high. The 

WHO global infobase1, for example, is a data warehouse that collects, stores and 

displays information on chronic diseases and their risk factors for all WHO member 

states. This is a key source for international comparable statistics on a range of health 

indicators, including obesity rates. However, an examination of the underlying data 

sources reveals that for many countries in the database the information on obesity is 

based on self-reported measures of weight and height. 

A number of correction strategies have been proposed to deal with the problem of 

measurement error in self-reported BMI. These include adjusting the self-reported 

threshold for obesity (Dauphinot et. al 2008, Madden 2012) and adjusting self-

reported height and weight using prediction equations derived from auxiliary data 

(Nyholm et. al 2007). However, concerns have been raised as to the usefulness of 

                                                      
1For a detailed description see  https://apps.who.int/infobase/. 

https://apps.who.int/infobase/
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such corrections (e.g. Plankey et. al 997, Faeh et. al 2009). In this paper we adopt a 

different strategy. Rather than trying to correct self-reported BMI we examine, what, 

if anything one can learn about obesity rates based on self-reported BMI using only a 

minimal set of assumptions on the likely rates of misclassification. In particular we 

use self-reported data on height and weight, along with estimates of the 

misclassification rates obtained from auxiliary data, to derive upper and lower bounds 

for the population obesity rate in ten European countries. These bounds are sharp 

under the maintained assumptions, in that they exhaust all the information available in 

the self-reported data. We show that although the presence of measurement error 

reduces the information in the self-reported data, these data are still capable of 

producing meaningful comparisons across countries for men. When comparing male 

obesity rates we can still identify a set of low obesity countries consisting of 

Denmark, Ireland, Italy, Greece and Portugal and a set of high obesity countries 

consisting of Spain and Finland. It is more difficult however to rank countries by 

female obesity rates. For women meaningful rankings only emerge when the 

misclassification rate is bounded at a level that is substantially lower than the rate 

observed in practice. 

 

2. Partial Identification of Obesity Rates in the presence of Measurement Error. 

Obesity is typically measured using an individual’s Body Mass Index (BMI), 

where BMI = weight in kg/height in m2. Individuals are classified as overweight if 

their BMI is between 25 and 30 and are classified as obese if their BMI exceeds 30. 

However, a number of studies have shown that self-reported height and weight suffer 

from serious measurement error problems.2 For example O’Neill and Sweetman 

(2012) report that while 14% of a sample of Irish mothers were obese on the basis of 

self-reported data, the true obesity rate based on recorded data was 17.55%. Likewise 

in a U.S. sample of women they found that the obesity rate was 17.47% when based 

on self-reported data compared to 22.70% using recorded data. The obesity rate based 

on self-reported data tends to be too low both because respondents over estimate their 

height and underestimate their weight. 

                                                      
2 For a systematic review of the literature on measurement error in self-reported BMI see Connor 
Gorber et al (2007). 
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 Clearly measurement error in self-reported BMI can have a significant effect 

on measured obesity rates. In this paper we examine the informational content of self-

reported BMI using bounds developed by Molinari (2007) and Nicoletti et. al (2011). 

These bounds are sharp in the sense that they exhaust all the available information 

given the sampling process and the maintained assumptions. In this paper we apply 

these techniques to estimate bounds for obesity rates across ten European countries. 

To understand the bounds let X*, denote the true measure of BMI. Let DX
* be a true 

obesity indicator equal to one if X*>30 and zero otherwise. The true obesity rate is 

given by Pr(DX
*=1)=Pr(X*>30). However, in survey data we typically do not have 

access to X* but instead must rely on a self-reported (possibly mismeasured) measure 

Xi. The observed obesity indicator DX is equal to one if Xi>30 and is equal to zero 

otherwise and the observed obesity rate is Pr(DX=1)=Pr(Xi>30). When X*≠X the 

observed BMI level is measured with error and ignoring this problem may lead to 

biased estimates of the population obesity rate. Molinari (2007) provides direct 

bounds for the true obesity rate by exploiting the following identity: 

Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) = Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1|𝐷𝑋∗ = 1) Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 1)

+ Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1|𝐷𝑋∗ = 0) Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 0)  

This is simply a statement of the law of total probability and places no restriction 

on the relationship between the true recorded measure of BMI and the self-reported 

measure. By imposing restrictions on the misclassification rates one can determine 

upper and lower bounds for the true obesity rate. The simplest bounds are obtained 

under the assumption that  

Assumption 1: Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ ≠ 𝐷𝑋) ≤ λ1 < 1.  

Under this assumption Molinari (2007) shows that tight bounds on Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 1) 

are given by  

𝑈𝐵1 = min{Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) + λ1, 1}
𝐿𝐵1 = max{Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) − λ1, 0}  (1) 

Alternative bounds follow from the imposition of alternative restrictions on the 

misclassification probabilities. In particular if we assume  
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Assumption 2: Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1|𝐷𝑋∗ = 0) ≤ Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 0|𝐷𝑋∗ = 1)≤ λ2 < 1.  

then following Proposition 8 of Molinari (2007) we can establish the following set 

of bounds on the population obesity rate3 

UB2 = min �Pr(𝐷𝑋=1)
1−λ2

, 1�

𝐿𝐵2 = max �Pr(𝐷𝑋=1)−λ2
1−2 λ2

, 0�
   (2) 

Assumption 2 states that it is more likely for obese people to report a BMI below 

the obesity threshold than it is for non-obese people to report a BMI above the 

threshold. This condition seems plausible though we will check its validity in the next 

section. 

In addition, Nicoletti et. al (2011) derive alternative bounds by considering 

restrictions on the indirect misclassification probabilities, Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 𝑥∗|𝐷𝑋 = 𝑥). 

They consider the following monotonicity assumption: 

Assumption 3: Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 0|𝐷𝑋 = 1)≤ Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 1|𝐷𝑋 = 0) ≤ λ3 < 1.  

Under this assumption they derive the following bounds:4 

UB3 = Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) (1 − λ3) + λ3
𝐿𝐵3 = Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1)

(3) 

If we assume that Assumptions 1-3 hold at the same time then we can obtain 

narrower bounds by combing the information from the three individual bounds. The 

resulting identification interval is given by {LB*,UB*} where LB* is the maximum 

between {LB1,LB2,LB3} and UB* is the minimum between {UB1,UB2,UB3}. In the 

remainder of the paper we combine auxiliary data, which provides estimates of the λs, 

with the self-reported data on BMI from the ECHP in order to estimate these obesity 

bounds for ten European countries.  

                                                      
3 These bounds hold provided Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) < .5 and  𝜆 < .5. The summary statistics show that the first 
condition is true for each of the countries in our sample, while analysis of the auxiliary data in the next 
section will also verify the second condition. 
4 These bounds hold provided  Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1) < .5, which is true for all countries in our analysis. 
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3. Data 

In order to estimate the bounds on the population obesity rate we need to be able 

to put limits on the rate of misclassification with self-reported BMI data. To establish 

these limits we use two data sets; the National Health and Nutrition Examination 

Survey (NHANES) in the U.S. and the Surveys of Lifestyle Attitudes and Nutrition 

(SLAN) for Ireland. The NHANES III is a nationally representative survey of 33,994 

individuals in the U.S. aged two months of age and older. The interviews were carried 

out over the period from 1988-1994. The NHANES data have been used previously to 

examine the extent and nature of misclassification error in self-reported BMI  (e.g. 

Villanueva, 2001, Kuczmarksi et al. 2001) and also in studies that have sought to 

correct for misclassification error when examining the impact of obesity of labour 

market outcomes (e.g.  Cawley 2004, Burkhauser and Cawley, 2008, Lindeboom et al 

2010). The SLAN data are interview based cross-sectional surveys of a nationally 

representative sample of Irish men and women in 1998, 2002 and 2007. The SLAN 

data have been used to examine trends in obesity in Ireland (Shiely et. al 2010) and 

also provide key inputs into health policy making in Ireland (National Task Force on 

Obesity 2005).  

A key feature of both the NHANES data and the SLAN data is that, in addition to 

self-reported measures of height and weight, both data sets also contain independent 

measures of the respondent’s height and weight. We refer to the latter as recorded 

measures and treat them as the true height and weight of the respondents. In the 

NHANES data these recorded measurements were performed in specially-designed 

and equipped mobile centres, by a team physicians, medical and health technicians, as 

well as dietary and health interviewers. In the SLAN data the physical examinations 

were carried out by nurses given specific training and based on documented 

procedures. Comparing obesity status on the basis of self-reported and recorded 

measures of BMI, allows us to derive bounds for the misclassification rates and also 

to examine the validity of the monotonicity assumptions presented in Section 2. Since 

the misclassification bounds are a key component in the construction of the obesity 

bounds the availability of two independent auxiliary data sources, is attractive in that 

it allows us check the robustness of our estimated misclassification rates. Both 

auxiliary data sets have advantages and disadvantages. The NHANES data has much 

larger samples than the SLAN data (the 2002 SLAN data used in this analysis only 
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contains recorded measures for 147 men and 184 women). On the other hand the 

timing of the SLAN survey is more consistent with the timing of the ECHP data on 

which on our overall analysis is based and there is no guarantee that misclassification 

rates based on US data will necessarily apply to European countries. The availability 

of the SLAN data allows us to consider the extent to which misclassification bounds 

based on U.S. data may be applicable more generally.  

 In order to compare obesity rates across Europe we use data from the 

European Community Household Panel (ECHP). The ECHP is a dataset explicitly 

designed to facilitate international comparisons and has been used by Brunello and 

D’Hombres (2007) to examine the impact of body weight on wages. The ECHP 

provides self-reported BMI for ten European countries for the periods 1998-2001.5 

We focus on data for the latest year and restrict attention to individuals aged between 

18 and 65. Summary statistics for each of the ten countries are given in Table 1.  The 

sample size ranges from 3109 in Denmark to 10866 in Italy. In general obesity rates 

are higher for men than for women. In keeping with Brunello and D’Hombres (2007) 

we find that the importance of obesity based on self-reported height and weight varies 

in a substantial way across countries.6 The countries in Table 1 are ordered on the 

basis of overall obesity rates; Italy has the lowest obesity rate at 7.5%, while Finland 

has the largest reported obesity rate at 12.7%. These differences across countries are 

also apparent when we condition on gender. For example the female obesity rate is 

twice as high in Italy (6.6%) than in Finland (13%). In this paper we examine the 

extent to which these differences across countries remain after accounting for 

misclassification in self-reported BMI. To do this we combine the estimated 

misclassification rates based on the auxiliary data with the self-reported measures of 

BMI in the ECHP to estimate the obesity bounds for each of the ECHP countries. 

 

 

                                                      
5 France, Germany, the Netherlands, the U.K. and Luxembourg also participated in the ECHP but the 
height and weight data needed to construct BMI was not available for these countries. 
6 Our obesity rates differ to those reported in Brunello and D’Hombres (2007) because we look at all 
respondents, whereas they focus on employees working at least 15 hours. They also trim the sample 
excluding people with BMI<15 or BMI>35.  These cut-off points correspond approximately to the 
bottom .05% and top 2% of the sample respectively. We include all observations in our analysis. 
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4. Results 

Table 2 reports the estimated misclassification probabilities using the NHANES 

and SLAN data. The first two columns report the results for women, while the third 

and fourth columns provide the estimates for men. Looking at the first row we see that 

estimated the misclassification rates in the self-reported data was approximately 6% 

for both men and women in the NHANES data and 10-11% in the SLAN data. 

However, the Irish and U.S. misclassification rates estimates are not statistically 

significantly different from each other given the standard error on the SLAN estimate.  

We next consider the empirical validity of the monotonicity assumptions 

discussed in Section 2. Both auxiliary data sets provide clear support for the direct 

monotonicity assumption (Assumption 2). This can be seen by comparing the 

probabilities in the second and third rows of Table 2. Very few people report BMI’s 

above the obesity threshold when their true BMI is below 30. In contrast the 

proportion of the NHANES sample that report BMI’s below 30 when their recorded 

measure exceeds the obesity threshold is 27% for women and 25% for men. The 

corresponding estimates based on the Irish data are 32% and 40% respectively. From 

this it is clear that the likelihood of misclassification is greater among those who 

actually obese than among the non-obese. The auxiliary data also provide some 

support for the indirect monotonicity assumption (Assumption 3). The condition is 

only violated in one of the four samples we consider (women in the SLAN data). 

Although the misclassification rates in the Irish data are slightly higher than in the 

U.S. data, the estimates across the two data sets are consistent with each other. Given 

the larger sample sizes available in the NHANES data we use the point estimates from 

these data as the basis of our misclassification bounds.  We follow Nicoletti et. al 

(2011) and set the bounds on the misclassification probabilities equal to the estimated 

values plus twice their standard errors. Therefore we choose λ1= .077, λ2=.288 and 

λ3=.085 for women and λ1= .07, λ2=.267 and λ3=.071 for men. Later we conduct a 

sensitivity analysis to see how the results change as we vary the misclassification 

bounds.  

Table 4 reports the upper and lower bounds {LB*,UB*} on the female and male 

obesity rates for all ten of the countries. The first row for each country gives the point 

estimates for the lower and upper bounds, while the corresponding upper and lower 
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limits of bootstrapped confidence intervals are given in the second row. We first 

compare the male and female obesity rates within countries. Despite the general 

tendency for male BMI to be higher than females we see that the identification bounds 

for men and women overlap in every country. As a result it is not possible to make 

any comparisons across gender once measurement error is accounted for. 

By comparing the rows table 4 we can determine the extent to which it is possible 

to make rankings across countries. Looking at the results for females we see that, once 

we account for likely misclassification in self-reported BMI, it becomes difficult to 

make strong statements regarding the ranking of obesity rates across countries. To 

distinguish between countries we require the upper bound for one country to be less 

than the lower bound for another country. When looking at females we see that, with 

our baseline estimates of the misclassification bounds, the data can only distinguish 

between Italy (a low obesity country) relative to Spain and Finland (high obesity 

countries). It is not possible to classify any of the other countries. However, more 

meaningful comparisons are possible when we consider the male obesity rates. For 

men the set of low obesity countries is expanded considerably to include Denmark, 

Ireland, Greece and Portugal along with Italy. For men it would appear that minimal 

assumptions on misclassification errors are sufficient to identify bounds that are 

narrow enough to be informative about the ranking of countries by obesity levels. 

 

5. Sensitivity Analysis 

Even though we derived our misclassification bounds from validation data, the 

choice of bounds is still to some extent arbitrary. One can examine the sensitivity of 

our findings to changes in the misclassification probabilities by altering λ1 , λ2 and λ3  

For instance, in the analysis in section 4, the misclassification bounds used for women 

were larger than those used for men. To examine whether this accounts for the gender 

differences noted in section 4 we repeat the analysis for females except this time we 

use the male bounds on the misclassification rates. Since these are lower we will 

observe tighter bounds on the true female obesity rate, which in turn may facilitate 

more meaningful ranking for women. The results in the first two columns of Table 4, 

show that using the lower male misclassification bounds when constructing bounds on 

the true female obesity adds Portugal and Austria to the set of countries which have 
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substantially higher obesity rates than Italy, though it still is not possible to classify 

many of the countries. 

Given this finding one might be interested in knowing the largest misclassification 

error that one could tolerate and still make meaningful obesity rankings across 

countries using our raw data for women. Since we know that male misclassification 

rates are too high to permit broad rankings we use λ1= .07 as a starting point and then 

reduce the misclassification rate in increments of .005. We adjust λ2 and λ3 

accordingly so as to keep the ratio between these parameters and λ1 equal to the ratio 

implied by the estimates used in the previous section. We then recalculate {LB*,UB*} 

for each new limit and examine the results. The key findings are reported in columns 

4-7 of Table 4. The results in the fourth and fifth columns show that reducing λ1 to 

.06 adds Belgium and Sweden to the set off low obesity countries (along with Italy) 

relative to Finland and Spain. However, even with this lower limit it s still difficult to 

rank most of the countries. The results in the sixth and seven columns show that an 

upper bound of λ1 equal to .05 (approximately 75% of the point estimate obtained in 

the NHANES data) is required in order to substantially expand the set of low income 

countries. If one could bound the misclassification rate at this lower level then the raw 

data would identify a set of low obesity countries consisting of Denmark, Belgium, 

Ireland, Italy Greece and Sweden, a high obesity set consisting of Spain and Finland 

and an indeterminate group consisting of only Austria and Portugal. Comparing the 

male bounds in Table 3 with these latest female bounds in Table 4 also shows that this 

lower limit on misclassification also permits gender rankings within countries. In 

particular, with an upper bound of λ1 equal to .05 there is no overlap between the 

male and female obesity bounds in Belgium, Italy or Spain. If we could accept this 

limit on measurement error then the raw data would identify the higher male obesity 

rates in these countries. 

  

6. Conclusion 

We examine the robustness of obesity rankings across ten European countries 

taking account of potential measurement error in self-reported BMI. Our results for 

men are promising. Despite the presence of measurement error our analysis reveals 

that minimal assumptions on the rates of misclassification error are sufficient to 
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construct bounds which are narrow enough to be informative about the ranking of 

countries by male obesity levels.  

However, it is more difficult to obtain meaningful rankings by female obesity 

levels. With our baseline estimates it is only possible to rank three of the 10 countries 

on the basis of female obesity rates. Given the levels of measurement error observed 

in the data no other meaningful comparisons are possible. Further sensitivity analysis 

suggests that for women meaningful rankings only emerge when the misclassification 

rate is bounded at approximately 75% of the rate observed in auxiliary data. A similar 

limit on misclassification rates is also needed before we can begin to observe 

meaningful gender differences in obesity rates within countries. Thus despite the costs 

involved in obtaining clinical measures of height and weight our analysis suggest that 

such measures may be required in order to make meaningful comparisons of obesity 

rates both within and between countries. The ease of obtaining self-reported measures 

of BMI must be weighed against the biases and subsequent loss of information 

associated with such measures. 
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Table 1. 

 
Summary statistics for ECHP data 

 
Country 

 
Total Sample 

Size 

 
Overall 

Obesity Rate 

 
Male  

Obesity Rate 

 
Female 

Obesity Rate 
Italy 10866 .075 .085 .066 

Ireland 3142 .085 .085 .085 
Sweden 4406 .091 .099 .082 

Denmark 3109 .091 .091 .091 
Greece 6817 .093 .099 .088 

Portugal 8270 .095 .088 .103 
Belgium 3338 .100 .117 .085 
Austria 4331 .104 .109 .099 
Spain 8897 .123 .136 .110 

Finland 4433 .127 .123 .130 
Average  .098 .103 .093 

 
 

Table 2 
Misclassification Rates from NHANES III and SLAN data7 

  
Women 

 
Men 

 NHANES 
 

Estimated 
Value 
(SE) 

Slan 2002 
 

Estimated 
Value 
(SE) 

NHANES 
 

Estimated 
Value 
(SE) 

Slan 2002 
 

Estimated 
Value 
(SE) 

Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ ≠ 𝐷𝑋) .067 
(.005) 

.103 
(.022) 

.06 
(.005) 

.116 
(.026) 

Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 1|𝐷𝑋∗ = 0) .007 
(.002) 

.0357 
(.0157) 

.012 
(.002) 

0 

Pr(𝐷𝑋 = 0|𝐷𝑋∗ = 1) .268 
(.009) 

.318 
(.07) 

.248 
(.0095) 

.40 
(.075) 

Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 0|𝐷𝑋 = 1) .0285 
(.003) 

.143 
(.058) 

.0595 
(.005) 

0 

Pr(𝐷𝑋∗ = 1|𝐷𝑋 = 0) .075 
(.005) 

.094 
(.0238) 

.061 
(.005) 

.139 
(.03) 

 
  

                                                      
7 The misclassification rates for the SLAN data are based on the numbers reported in table 2 of Shiely 
et. al (2010). 
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Table 3 

Estimated Bounds by Country for Females and Males. For each country the estimates 
of the lower and upper bounds are reported in the first row, while corresponding 

lower and upper limits of the bootstrap 95% confidence interval are reported in the 
second row. 

 Women Men 
 (λ1=.077, λ2=.288 and 

λ3=.085) 
(λ1=.07, λ2=.267 

and λ3=.071 
 

Country 
 

LB* 
 

UB* 
  

Denmark .0912572 .1281702 .0914397 .1247472 
 .0766416 .1486977 .0769698 .1444879 

Belgium .0848036 .1191062 .1170145 .1596379 
 .0719549 .1371522 .1010124 .1814689 

Ireland .0850932 .1195129 .0848564 .1157659 
 .0716808 .1383505 .0707111 .1350636 

Italy .0655977 .0921316 .0846039 .1154215 
 .0588768 .1015709 .077203 .1255183 

Greece .0881684 .123832 .098455 .1343179 
 .0788576 .1369089 .0880616 .1484972 

Spain .1097507 .1541442 .1355278 .1848947 
 .1002781 .1674484 .1257112 .198287 

Portugal .1026124 .1441185 .0877891 .1197669 
 .0932521 .157265 .0791215 .1315917 

Austria .0993619 .1395532 .1090313 .1487467 
 .0870581 .1568338 .0960975 .1663918 

Finland .1303961 .1831406 .1230558 .1678797 
 .1167559 .2022981 .109786 .1859831 

Sweden .0823212 .1156196 .0998626 .1362382 
 .0708273 .1317628 .0871652 .1535607 
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Table 4 
Estimated Bounds by Country for Females with alternative misclassification bounds. 
For each country the estimates of the lower and upper bounds are reported in the first 

row, while corresponding lower and upper limits of the bootstrap 95% confidence 
interval are reported in the second row. 

 Women Women Women 
(λ1=.05, λ2=.1872 and 

λ3=.055 
 (λ1=.07, λ2=.267 

and λ3=.071 
(λ1=.06, λ2=.2247 and 

λ3=.066 
 

Country 
 

LB* 
 

UB* 
  

Denmark .0823212 .1123072 .0823211 .117705633 .0823211 .1061797 
Belgium .0848036 .1156939 .0848036 .109381711 .0848036 .1043351 
Ireland .0850932 .1160889 .0850931 .109755153 .0850931 .1046914 
Italy .0655977 .089492 .0655976 .084609400 .0655976 .0807057 

Greece .0881684 .1202843 .0881683 .113721624 .0881683 .1084748 
Spain .1097507 .1497281 .1097507 .141558965 .1097507 .1350278 

Portugal .1026124 .1399896 .1026124 .132351833 .1026124 .1262455 
Austria .0993619 .1355551 .0993619 .128159288 .0993619 .1222464 
Finland .1303961 .1778937 .1303961 .168187905 .1303961 .1604282 
Sweden .0823212 .1123072 .0823212 .106179787 .0823212 .1012809 

 
 


